There it is.
And there.
And there.
When your student lights up because they just got it.
You watch it in real time and you can't get enough of it.
Let's make it happen more often.
Enter Revel.
A digital learning platform that makes your students feel the connection between their classroom and the world.
Revel doesn't just bring learning to life; it brings real life to learning.
Great content motivates students to actively engage with your course materials, and a high level of engagement leads to learning that lasts.
That's what makes Revel different.
It enlivens expert subject matter with interactive graphs, shared multimedia assignments, and other dynamic learning tools.
An immersive experience that helps students better understand and apply what they're learning.
To help you give feedback and address learning gaps,
Revel's Educator Dashboard offers performance insights at both the class and individual levels.
The Revel app lets learners read and practice on their tablets and phones, online and off, wherever your students find themselves, on the bus, between classes or on a break from work— they can keep learning.
And you can keep your eye on that learning with the Revel app, which lets you view important class data from anywhere on your mobile device.
Revel inspires and empowers students to apply their learning, not just in your course, but in their lives today and their future careers.
To learn more about how Revel can enhance teaching and learning in your course, contact your Pearson representative today.